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Unveiling the Energy of Verbal Beauty: An Mental Sojourn through The History Of The Quranic Text From Revelation To Compilation A Comparative Study With The Old And New Testaments

In a global inundated with monitors and the cacophony of instantaneous connection, the profound power and psychological resonance of verbal beauty usually disappear into obscurity, eclipsed by the constant assault of sound and distractions. Yet, located within the lyrical pages of The History Of The Quranic Text From Revelation To Compilation A Comparative Study With The Old And New Testaments, a fascinating perform of literary elegance that impulses with organic feelings, lies an unique journey waiting to be embarked upon. Written with a virtuoso wordsmith, this exciting opus instructions readers on a mental odyssey, gently revealing the latent possible and profound affect embedded within the delicate web of language. Within the heart-wrenching expanse of the evocative evaluation, we shall embark upon an introspective exploration of the book is main themes, dissect its captivating publishing type, and immerse ourselves in the indelible effect it leaves upon the depths of readers souls.
The Cambridge Companion to the Qur'an Jane Dammen McAuliffe 2006-11-23 An introduction to the Qur'an (Koran), a text that has guided the lives of millions.

Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature Muhammad Mustafa A'zami 1968 Islam in its International Context Chris Flood 2011-05-25 Changing attitudes to Islam profoundly influence political cultures and national identities, as well as policies regarding immigration, security and multiculturalism. Given that the majority of relevant scholarly works have either adopted monocultural perspectives, or approached Islam in its general, non-nation-specific dimension, the need for in-depth, multi-nation studies is urgent. Islam itself, and responses to its rise, are becoming increasingly internationalised. It is therefore important that analyses of Islam-related phenomena are sensitive to the particular cultures in which they are encountered. This volume does precisely that. Contributions are arranged thematically, comparing and contrasting perspectives from across Europe, the USA and the Middle East, along with new treatments of the rich diversity to be found in Islamic art, and discussions of inter-faith exchanges. They also represent a range of disciplinary approaches. Among the many issues addressed are: the challenges posed by the rise of Muslim radicalism to multicultural societies; various media treatments of the ‘War on Terror’; the national specificities of Islamicophobich xenophobia; contemporary visual arts in Islamic societies; differing attitudes to the translation of religious texts. The authors include authoritative, international experts, balanced by providing research from Asian and African perspectives.

The Sanaa Palimpsest Asma Hilali 2017 This volume provides a new annotated edition of the two layers of the ‘Sanaa palimpsest’, one of the oldest Qur'an manuscripts yet discovered, together with a critical introduction that offers new hypotheses concerning the transmission of the Qur'an during the first centuries of Islam. The palimpsest contains two superimposed Qur'anic texts within two layers of writing, on thirty-eight leaves of parchment collectively numbered MS 01-27.1 in the Dar al-Makhutat (lit. ‘the House of Manuscripts’) in Sanaa, Yemen. The palimpsest’s lower text, which has been dated to the first century of Islam (seventh century CE), was subsequently erased and the parchment was later reused for writing another Qur'anic text, which remains visible in natural light. This upper text is thought to date from the second century of Islam (eighth century CE). The two layers were imaged in 2007 by a French-Italian mission. Both Qur'anic texts are fragmented and present aspects of work in progress. In its lower layer, the manuscript offers the oldest witness of a reading instruction in a Qur'an text and perhaps even in any Arabic text. Such peculiarities offer rare evidence as to how the Qur'an was transmitted, taught and written down in the first centuries of Islam. In this book, Asma Hilali presents an annotated edition of the texts, together with a critical introduction. These contextualise the volume within the field of Qur'an manuscript studies, and engage with the historical and institutional contexts of transmission of the Qur'anic passages. The volume also makes systematic reference to previous studies and partial editions of the same manuscript.

A Conversation between a Muslim and a Christian Peter Barnes 2023-07-13 There are many books which set out the case for Islam or for Christianity and point out what they regard as defects in the other religion. This book does that, but it seeks to do so in the form of a workbook which groups of Christians or Muslims might use, and it is conducted in a spirit where truth is paramount but so too is kindness and charity. The two authors have become friends and hope that this can be detected in the exchanges. As the major doctrines of each religion are dealt with, the authors are conscious that these doctrines are important and need to be examined rigorously and charitably. We hope we have succeeded to some degree at least.

The Cambridge Companion to the Qur'an God, Life, and the Cosmos Ted Peters 2017-03-02 God, Life, and the Cosmos: Christian and Islamic Perspectives is the first book in which Christian and Muslim scholars explore the frontiers of science-religion discourse. Leading international scholars present new work on key issues in science and religion from Christian and Islamic perspectives. Following an introduction by the editors, the book is divided into three sections: the first explores the philosophical issues in science-religion discourse; the second examines cosmology; the third analyses the issues surrounding bioethics. One of the first books to explore aspects of science-religion discourse from the perspective of two religious traditions, God, Life, and the Cosmos opens up new vistas to all interested in science and religion, and those exploring contemporary issues in Christianity and Islam.

The History of the Quranic Text: from Revelation to Compilation Muhammad Mustafa Al-Azami 2008-01-01 This expansive book provides unique insights into the development and compilation of the Qur'an, as well as exploring many of the accusations leveled against it. The reception of divine revelations, Prophet Muhammad’s role in disseminating and compiling these verses, and the setting of the text’s final external shape are scientifically examined alongside such topics as the origins of Arabic, the so-called Mushaf of Ibn Masud, and the strict methodology employed in assembling textual fragments. By way of comparison, the author investigates the histories of the Old and New Testaments, relying entirely on Judeo-Christian sources, and uncovers a startling range of alterations in the biblical Scriptures. Using this as a springboard, he illustrates convincing links between Qur’anic verses and extra-Islamic literature.

The Divine Reality Hamza Andreas Tzortzis 2019-09-30 In The Divine Reality, (Newly Revised Edition 2019) Hamza Andreas Tzortzis provides a compelling case for the rational and spiritual foundation of Islam, whilst intelligently and compassionately deconstructing atheism. Join him on an existential, spiritual and rational journey that articulates powerful arguments for the existence of God, the Qur’an, the Prophethood of Muhammad and why we must know, love and worship God. He addresses academic and popular objections while showing how contemporary atheism is based on false assumptions about reality, which leads to incoherent answers to life’s important questions. Does hope, happiness and human value make sense without the Divine? Do we have an ultimate purpose? Can we have consciousness and rational minds without God? Did the universe come from nothing? Does evil and suffering negate Divine mercy? Has scientific progress led to the destruction of God? Are religious faiths and prophethood myths? Is God worthy of our worship? If you want to know how the Islamic intellectual and spiritual tradition answers these questions then this is the book for you. Hamza Andreas Tzortzis’s new book presents a much needed comprehensive account of Islamic theism that draws upon Western and Islamic thought. Hamza Tzortzis is an international speaker, writer and instructor. He has a PgCert and an MA in philosophy and is currently continuing his postgraduate studies in the field. Hamza has studied Islamic thought and theology under qualified scholars. He has delivered workshops and courses on topics related to Islam in Asia, America, Europe and Africa. Hamza has called upon prominent philosophers, academics and thinkers on Islam and atheism.

Al-Ghazali's Adapted Summary of Ihya Ulum ad-Din Abu-Hamid Al Ghazali 2016-01-01 AL-GHAZALI’s adapted summary of Ihya Ulum al-Din – The Forty Principles of the Religion THE FORTY PRINCIPLES OF THE RELIGION is a comprehensive distillation of Imam al-Ghazali’s magnum opus, Ihya Ulum al-Din (The Revival of the Religious Sciences), in which he explores the spiritual depth of virtually every aspect of Islam. This condensed work presents Imam al-Ghazali’s profound insights regarding man’s lifelong struggle to draw closer to Allah in a simple framework, providing the reader with a step-by-step tried and proven method for spiritual development. The result is an essential guide to improving one’s relationship with both the Creator and the creation and a perfect introduction to Imam al-Ghazali’s other great works. English translation by Nasir Abdussalam. Editing and footnotes by Mariam Madge Connan. A careful and idiomatic English translation of one of Imam al-Ghazali’s most powerful books, which shows the comprehensive depth of the
Qurans teachings. Shaykh Abdul Hakim Murad (T.J. Winter) Cambridge Muslim College About the author The Proof of Islam Imam Abu Hamid Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Ghazali (d. 1111) jurist, legal theologian, logician, and mystic was a master of both the inner and outer sciences of the Shari'ah who is regarded by many as the greatest Muslim thinker to have lived after the Pious Predecessors. Credited with dealing the deathblow to Aristotelian philosophy in the Muslim world and bringing authentic Islamic spirituality into the mainstream, his life and thought were extremely influential in shaping the spiritual values and practices of medieval society and are no less relevant today.

The History of the Qur’anic Text Muhammad Mustafa A’zami 2011

The Quran and the Secular Mind Shabir Akhtar 2007-10-31 This book is concerned with the rationality and plausibility of the Muslim faith and the Qur’an, and in particular how they can be interrogated and understood through Western analytical philosophy. It also explores how Islamic law can successfully engage with the challenges posed by secular thinking. The Quran and the Secular Mind will be of interest to students and scholars of Islamic philosophy, philosophy of religion, Middle East studies, and political Islam.

Foundation to Hadith Science Mohammad Nadwi 2021-02

What Every Christian Needs to Know About the Qur’an James R. White 2013-05-01 A Look Inside the Sacred Book of One of the World’s Fastest-Growing Religions What used to be an exotic religion of people halfway around the world is now the belief system of people living across the street. Through fair, contextual use of the Qur’an as the primary source text, apologist James R. White presents the story of Christ, salvation, the Trinity, the afterlife, and other important topics. White shows how the sacred text of Islam differs from the teachings of the Bible in order to help Christians engage in open, honest discussions with Muslims.

Between the God of the Prophets and the God of the Philosophers Hatem Al-Haj 2020-03-09 The apophatic god of negative theology is the areligious philosophers’ preferred god; a god which is remote, detached, and can hardly be an object of adoration or worship, even though it may be an object of wonderment. This is not God according to the Prophets. However, the depiction of God in the theistic traditions has been always charged with anthropomorphism. In this book, I attempt to respond to this charge and explain what Athari (scripturalist) Muslim theologians believe about the Divine attributes and why. Where Do We Get Our Belief From? Our Epistemological Position. The Role of Truthful Reports. The Role of Reason. The Place of Kalam: Reason as a Tool of Understanding and Armor for Defense. A Typology of Islamic Positions on the Attributes of God. What Do We Believe In? Why Do We Believe in Amodal Affirmation and Why? Do We Believe It Is Important? What Are the Counter Arguments? Reports from the Salaf; Conflict with Reason; The Perfect Does Not Change; The Composite god and Divisibility; Anthropomorphism and Assimilation. Conclusion: Ontologically, no external being lacks quiddity and attributes of the divine god is nonexistent, and phenomenally, it cannot be felt or related to, let alone loved and worshiped. In conclusion of this work, here are my recommendations: - To be deserving of Divine guidance, we need to purify our intentions by true devotion to Allah. We also need to constantly rehabilitate our fitrah and heal it from the ills of bias (hawa), ulterior motives (aghraḍ), blind imitation (taqleed), habit (‘âdah), and conjecture (ghary). This can only be done through spiritual labor and immersion in the Revelation as understood and practiced by the first community. - We must not subject the Divine instruction to prevalent intellectual or social conventions or transplant xenografts and foreign doctrinal structures into the systematic synthesis of the epicurean superiority and self-sufficiency of the Revelation as the ultimate source of truth about the unseen. This will never require us to impugn the office of reason or undercut its value in understanding the Revelation and defending its doctrines. - Our belief in Allah must be rooted in His exoneration from all deficiencies and His absolute incomparability (ta’zeez), and the amodal affirmation (ittihat) of His attributes by which He has described Himself and His Messenger described (by) Him. In our affirmation of the Divine attributes, we should never accept the so-called “necessary concomitants.” Inferring from the world of shahâdah (seen) about the world of ghayb (unseen) is both irrational and anthropomorphic. We must be respectful of the limits of this divine, regardless of our agreement or disagreement with them. When we have to disagree, we must continue to love those who spent their lives serving Allah and His cause, and show them the requisite respect. - The public should be spared the confusion of intra-Islamic polemics on creed and taught the basics of ‘aqeedah that will provide them with enough guardrails. People should then be uplifted spiritually to want to seek Allah and earn His pleasure. When it comes to the Divine attributes, teachers must prune their understanding with tanzeez and let the rhetorical strength and richness of the Revelation flow to their hearts, unimpeded by intellectual objections.

The History of the Qur’an Theodor Nöldeke 2013-05-10 This first complete translation of Theodor Nöldeke’s The History of the Qur’an offers a foundational work of modern Qur’anic studies to the English-speaking public. Nöldeke’s original publication, as revised and expanded over nearly three quarters of a century by his scholarly successors, Friedrich Schwallly, Gotthelf Bergsträsser and Otto Pretzl, remains an indispensable resource for any scholar who is looking for the text of the Qur’an. Hadith Jonathan A.C. Brown 2017-12-07 Contrary to popular opinion, the bulk of Islamic law does not come from the Qur’an but from hadith, first-hand reports of the Prophet Muhammad’s words and deeds, passed down from generation to generation. With a variety of beliefs, interpretations and traditions, Islamic scholars, past and present, have been faced with complex questions of historical authenticity. In this wide-ranging introduction, Jonathan A. C. Brown explores the collection and criticism of hadith, and the controversy surrounding its role in modern Islamic law. This edition, revised and updated with additional case studies and attention to the very latest scholarship, also features a new chapter on how hadiths have been used politically, both historically and in the Arab Spring and its aftermath. Inclusive and accessible, it is perfectly suited to students, scholars and general readers interested in the development of Islamic law from its medieval origins to the contemporary world.
transmitted by tentative (dhanni) menas have been regarded acceptable along with its reading transmitted by certain (qat’i) means against the verdict of the Qur’an itself. In this way, both have been equated and the distinction between the two has become extremely blurred if not totally forgotten... The objectives of this study are to (i) synthesize the collection and transmission history of the Qur’an on the basis of the Qur’an and established historical sources. (ii) critically evaluate the accounts of the Qur’an’s collection and other related content mentioned in Hadith anthologies using tools of historical criticism. The reader will find the second of the above objectives spanning the greater part of the study because its content is plentiful and needs painstaking reevaluation. This critique constitutes Section 1 (Chapters 1 to 17) of this study. The synthesis is attempted in Section 2 (Chapters 1 and 2). – from Introduction.

Abrogation in the Qur’an and Islamic Law Louay Fatoohi 2012-11-12 This book examines in detail the concept of “abrogation” in the Qur’an, which has played a major role in the development of Islamic law and has implications for understanding the history and integrity of the Qur’anic text. The term has gained popularity in recent years, as Muslim groups and individuals challenge many passages about homosexuality in the Qur’an have been abrogated by others that call on Muslims to fight their enemies. Author Louay Fatoohi argues that this could not have been derived from the Qur’an, and that its implications contradict Qur’anic principles. He also reveals conceptual flaws in the principle of abrogation as well as serious problems with the way it was applied by different scholars. Abrogation in the Qur’an and Islamic Law traces the development of the concept from its most basic form to the complex and multi-faceted doctrine it has become. The book shows what specific problems the three modes of abrogation were introduced to solve, and how this concept has shaped Islamic law. The book also critiques the role of abrogation in rationalizing the view that not all of the Qur’anic revelation has survived in the “mushaf”, or the written record of the Qur’an. This role makes understanding abrogation an essential prerequisite for studying the history of the Qur’anic text.

Abrahamic Religions

The History of the Qur’anic Text Muhammad Mustafá A’zāmi 2003 This volume tries to fill the gaping hole in the area of Qur’anic textual criticism, especially coming from Muslims scholars. It is an impassioned attempt to contrast the “immaculate preservation” of the Qur’an with the alterations in the transmission of the text of the Bible, both the Old and the New Testament. The author barely refrains from making the charge that Jews and Christians corrupted the Scriptures to the primary themes of his work. Rather, his primary aim is to question the motives of Western scholarship which are described as “continuously undermining Islam’s Holy Book.” For this reason, he attempts a Muslim scholarly response to popular Western perceptions that question the Muslims’ capacity to defend the integrity of the Qur’an. This polemic approach yields some interesting and at times instructive research, yet comes short of entirely reliable conclusions.

How Jesus Became God Bart D. Ehrman 2014-03-25 New York Times bestselling author and Bible expert Bart Ehrman reveals how Jesus’s divinity became dogma in the first few centuries of the early church. The core of the Christian faith is that Jesus of Nazareth was, and is, God. But this is not what the original disciples believed during Jesus’s lifetime—and it is not what Jesus claimed about himself. How Jesus Became God is, at the heart of Christianity: Jesus was, and is, God. Islam, Modernity and a New Millennium Ali Paya 2018-02-02 As the world becomes increasingly globalised Islam faces some important choices. Does it seek to “modernise” in line with the cultures in which it is practised, or does it retain its traditions even if they are at odds with the surrounding society? This book utilizes a critical rationalist viewpoint to illuminate many of the hotly contended issues in modern Islam, and to offer a fresh analysis. A variety of issues within Islam are discussed in this book including, Muslims and modernity; Islam, Christianity and Judaism; approaches to the understanding of the Quran; Muslim identity and civil society; doctrinal certainty and violent radicalism. In each case, the author makes use of Karl Popper’s theory of critical rationalism to uncover new aspects of these issues and to challenge post-modern, relativist, literalist and justificationist readings of Islam. This is a unique perspective on contemporary Islam and as such will be of significant interest to scholars of Religious Studies, Islamic Studies and the Philosophy of Religion.

The Penguin Dictionary of Islam Azim Nanji 2008-04-24 Islam today is a truly global faith, yet it remains somewhat of an enigma to many of us. Each and every day our newspapers are saturated with references to Islam; Quran, Talibani, Hijab, Fatwa, Allah, Sunni, Jihad, Shia, the list goes on. But how much do we really understand? Are we, in fact, misunderstanding? The Penguin Dictionary of Islam provides complete, impartial answers. It includes extensive coverage of the historical formations of the worldwide Muslim community and highlights key modern Muslim figures and events. Understanding Islam is vital to understanding our world and this text is the definitive authority, designed for both general and academic readers.

Islam compiled form Wikipedia entries and published by Dr Googelberg Approaches to Arabic Linguistics Harald Motzki 2007-12-31 This Liber Amicorum discusses topics on the history of Arabic grammar, Arabic linguistics, and Arabic dialects, domains in which Kees Versteegh plays a leading role.
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